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ALL YOUR SUPPLIER DATA 

IN ONE PLACE

SUPPLIER 360° COCKPIT
No more need to check several database and maintain numerous KPI 
spreadsheet. The supplier database in Buymanager gather all data 
as well as real time summary of supplier quotes performance such as 
quotation leadtime, price performance. It also ofers an access to all 
supplier quotations.

SUPPLIER IDENTIFICATION

SOURCING QUALIFICATION QUALITY

CONTACT RFQ LINECARD COMMODITY SCORE CARD ACTION PLANCOMPLAIN

YOUR CONCERN

CENTRALIZE ALL YOUR SUPPLIER DATA

In addition to ERP supplier data, sourcing 
team use to have numerous spreadsheet to 
fulill various needs such as manufacturer 
linecard of the distributors, strategic 
supplier list, new potential supplier list. 
Maintaining all those informations becomes 
a major hassle.  

EVALUATE YOUR SUPPLIERS

Required by all quality standard, the 
supplier evaluation is also a key point in 
the purchasing strategy. It requires multiple 
criteria evaluation, in diferent ield, share 
within the team members. When supported 
by spreadsheet this mandatory activity is 
time consuming, and never up to date.
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FUNCTION SCOPE

FEATURES BENEFITS

IDENTIFICATION 

Supplier Identification Get all the useful identity data, address, country

Supplier type Distinguish suppliers and manufacturers

List of Plants Record the hierarchical structure of your suppliers

Sourcer Record the sourcer in charge of the supplier 

CONTACTS

Unlimited contacts Record any number of contacts for each supplier

RFQ Key and CC contact Identify the contacts which will be recipient or CC of the RFQ 

Active contact Mark the contact that are not more on board

Language Assign a language to each contact. The RFQ distribution will be adjusted to this language

Plant For multiple plant company, you can assign a dedicated contact at the supplier side to each of your plant.

QUALIFICATION

Headcount Customizable list of head count for the whole company and or his R&D department

Group & Sub-group Organize your suppliers in groups and sub-groups 

Turnover N, N-1, N-2 Record the turnover level of the supplier and he ones you achieve with him. 

Status Monitor the diferent steps of your new vendor qualiication process.

SOURCING

Incoterm Deine the diferent incoterm for each supplier and related percentage which will be added to the quotations

Quotation Leadtime Deine speciic quotation leadtime agree with the supplier

Freight cost Deine the minimum freight cost value

Family
Enter the part family the supplier can ofer. That information can be used to retrieve the supplier at the RFQ 
stage.

Competitor Enter the competitor of the supplier, so you will have the possibility to send RFQ to them automatically

Global Line Card
Record the list of qualiied manufacturer for each vendor together with its priority level in your purchasing 
strategy. Those informations will be used for automatic supplier selection in the RFQ.

Region Line Card Create speciic Line Card to it the Line Card situation in each region
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FUNCTION SCOPE

FEATURES BENEFITS

RFQ PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Quotation rate Monitor the quotation rate (quoted, non-quoted, nobid) by part, by source by time period

Quotation leadtime Monitor the quotation leadtime and the number of reminding

Price performance Analyze the price ranking (best bidder) of the all the quotation provided, by part, source or manufacturer

Competition level Analyze the competition situation (number of competitor) for each part or source

SUPPLIER SCORE CARD

Criteria Customize your own evaluation criteria list to meet your score card

Evaluation level Deine the evaluation levels for each criterion, assign a compliance value

Risky & Disqualifying level
Identify risky and disqualifying evaluation levels which will be reported to the global evaluation note as a 
warning

Consolidated criteria Create a summary criteria consolidating diferent criteria to create a topic by topic evaluation view

Global position Summarize all criteria, into a global evaluation level, to rank your supplier easily

Letter based ranking Letter based scale available (A, B, C…) for each criterion to rank your supplier in an easy manner

Supplier ranking summary Display all your suppliers key topic criteria rank in a unique interface

COMPLAIN & ACTION PLAN

Complain form
Record the identiication of the complain, the issue description, the root cause analysis and inal conclusion 
and outcome

Send complain form Send the complain to the appropriate contact at the supplier side and keep track of the record

Action plan Create, dispatch and follow up the diferent actions assigned to the supplier or internally

Assignment Assign the complain to a part, a project, a customer 
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